Abstract. The objective of the paper is to discuss Philip Roth's approach to the Jewish community in Newark, where he spent his childhood and where he chose to set several of his novels. Roth's narrations referring to his hometown are written in the first person singular and often take the form of childhood memories. The persistent return to the settings of the Jewish quarter of Newark in the past seems an attempt at understanding the reality of a relatively closed community, yet far from isolation, which provided him with all the elements determining his complex sense of identity. Despite the various grades of fictitiousness of the characters and settings, the narrating protagonist of a number of Roth's novels is usually a Jewish schoolboy born and brought up in Newark. The paper includes short analyses of "Jewish memories" in three novels by Philip Roth: The Plot Against America, where the narrator is called Philip Roth but the circumstances are elements of pure political/historical fiction, American Pastoral, where the speaker is Nathan Zuckerman, Roth's frequent alter ego, and Portnoy's Complaint, narrated by the fictitious Alexander Portnoy. Being both American and Jewish has considerable implications, which include, for example, the characters' sexuality. The image of the childhood and adolescence of Roth's protagonists seems not only an obsessive theme to be found in so many of his texts, but also the core of the intellectual construct which may be recognized as his sense of identity.
Introduction
This article is an attempt to follow a mechanism of constructing the cultural identity of the protagonists of three novels by Philip Roth. The criteria of their selection and the order of their presenting is the importance of Jewishness in the main characters' narrations. Therefore, the first book discussed in this paper is Portnoy's Complaint, the protagonist of which carries out a permanent argument with the Jewish tradition imposed, as he believes, upon him by his family. Being a Jew in The Plot Against America plays an extremely important role, although the main character and narrator is much younger than Alex Portnoy, and he may be treated as more prone to the circum-10.15290/cr.2016.14.3.05 stances that form his personality and attitude to his own identity. The narrator of American Pastoral, Nathan Zuckerman, tells the story of a person whose Jewishness seems to be of little importance save certain moments where his father's strong sense of Jewish identity and its effect on the protagonist are mentioned. However, the narrator dedicates quite a number of introductory pages to the description of the Jewish neighbourhood where both he and the character whose story he tells grew up. I will try to demonstrate that in the secular world, where all apparent components of Jewish identity cease to be of much importance, the narrators are not able to avoid constructing their identities, which are still Jewish. The construction of Jewish identity is based on childhood and adolescent memory. Through the analysis of the narration of particular parts in the novels, especially those dedicated to certain recurring elements which refer to Jewish lifestyle and Jewishness in general, I shall try to demonstrate the implied author's 9 attitude towards them, which, in the case of Philip Roth, will inevitably lead to the real author, whose background includes, not coincidentally, the same elements which can be found in almost all his novels.
Memory and identity
Attributing such an important role to memory requires certain explanation. Recent memory studies demonstrate clearly that a human mind is not the best instrument to store data consisting of explicit facts accompanied by specific circumstances. It is undeniable that memory is deceptive and distorts the image of past reality. As Martin Pollack observes, no bad intentions, deliberate confabulation or concealment are necessary to let one's memory erase one event and "invent" another, or rearrange the chronological order of facts and events (Pollack, 6) .
It is important to take into consideration the fact that, as Katherine Nelson asserts,
The general function of memory is to predict and prepare for future encounters, actions, and experiences . . . . That is, memory as such has no value in and of itself, but takes on value only as it contributes to the individual's ability to behave adaptively. (Quoted in Sabbagh, 55) In the light of this assertion, constructing one's identity through memories does not require their accuracy. It suffices that they provide individuals with protective/adaptive instruments to survive in any environment, including society and a local community, a part of which they are or may become.
Individuals' memories depend on their emotional approach to the places, objects or people they recollect. As the psychiatrist, Donald Spence, observes:
[P]eople often will feel dissatisfied when … they go back to their elementary school or their college 9 A concept proposed by Wayne C. Booth in his book The Rhetoric of Fiction, where "the implied author" is "the second self-created in the work," whose beliefs are consistent but not necessarily identical with those of the real author (Booth, 137) .
fraternity -because looking at the real object does not substitute for remembering it, because the remembering, often inadvertent, is embedded in a specific situation with its special context and its own dynamics. A trip to the fraternity house is simply a trip, and it produces a sense of disappointment because it is deprived of the critical surround. (Quoted in Sabbagh, 28) Thus, inasmuch as remembrance is the process of reconstruction, it also contains elements of construction, which results from current emotional and social needs. A confrontation with physical objects recollected for the purpose of constructing one's identity may either ruin the construction or reinforce it. Nevertheless, no memory precision seems necessary to build the sense of identity.
According to the social psychologist Henry Tajfel, ethnicity is:
[t]hat part of an individual's self-concept which derives from his knowledge of his membership of a social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to that membership. (Tajfel, 255) This short definition may be a point of departure for exploring the issue of Jewish identity in Philip Roth's novels. The question of where this knowledge comes from, or perhaps where, when and how it is produced, seems crucial. The Brazilian sociologist, Bernardo Sorj, maintains that
[s]ocial identity is constructed around an identification with beliefs, symbols, and practices that delimit, or create boundaries, constraining the individual or group tendency to blend with others. Identities allow the construction of 'memories' and narratives of selves and groups. (Sorj, 1) The fact that memories are not only effects of remembrance but also products of construction seems essential to understand the interconnection between them and identities.
Identity is a construct without which it is difficult to imagine functioning in society. Identities connected with belonging to particular groups or communities often result from several historical and sociological processes. The most popular adjectives to describe collective identities are: national (referring to a particular state or autonomous area), ethnic (usually associated with the language, customs and "tribal" sense of community) and religious.
As regards Jews, it is really difficult to find one satisfactory attribute of their identity. For nearly two thousand years there was no territory which could be referred to as a Jewish state. Over more than two millennia of Diaspora, Hebrew ceased to be the language of everyday communication, Lindbergh, known for his sympathy with Nazi Germany. American Pastoral, on the other hand, is the poignant portrayal of a tragic relationship between a father and a daughter who has become a terrorist and assassin.
The narrators are also different, even though it is not difficult to perceive similarities between them and the author himself. Whether it is Alex Portnoy or Nathan Zuckerman (American Pastoral), they are all Jewish boys who grew up in Newark, New Jersey in the 1940s and attended Weequahic High School. Philip Roth, the narrator and protagonist of The Plot Against America, is too young for this school but his brother is its student. Naming one of the protagonists after the author himself in The Plot Against America is a kind of literary trick enhancing the impression of authenticity of the account which, of course, cannot be real. Nevertheless, it does not require much effort to discover very strong similarities between Roth characters. It also seems obvious that certainly most of his texts include recurring autobiographical elements, which has been observed by other researchers writing about his works (Kalay, 891) .
Novelists have their favorite themes and problems, which sometimes become their obsessions; problems which they attempt, if not to resolve, to reach a deeper insight into. Beside the typical issues of male puberty every boy has to face, being brought up by Jewish parents and growing up in the Jewish community seems to be an obsession, and questions are asked by literary theorists about whether Philip Roth's novels and stories can or should be called "Jewish" in the sense of the classification adopted by traditional history of literature, which cannot do without national,
if not nationalistic attributes of literary texts. Although "identity-based literary study" may lose its clearly defined grounds (Schreier, 104) , it is still fascinating that in spite of Roth's characters'
and alter ego's rebellion (and the rebellion of Roth himself) against confining them in any simply understood identities, the Jewishness is simply impossible to evade. As S. Lillian Kremer observed, "[s]elf-reflexivity and exploration of their own nature and status as fiction … are recurrent themes in Philip Roth's fiction" (Kremer, 57 ).
Portnoy's Complaint
The depiction of the Newark Jewish community in Alex Portnoy's humourous monologue is an example of vivid memory infused with emotions. The protagonist's fascination with masturbation, perfectly normal for a boy of his age, puts him in agony. His problem cannot be called an internal conflict, because he does not seem to struggle with his inclination, but his parents warn him of so many things that he cannot even imagine telling them about masturbation, which entails a chain of hilarious consequences. This experience is very present in Alex's memory:
Because I haven't even begun to mention everything I remember with pleasure -I mean with a rapturous, Alex's father is no role-model to him. Not educated, frustrated by his low status, Mr. Portnoy feels oppressed and powerless. In contrast, Mrs. Portnoy is a strong, bossy woman who runs the household, and to whom Alex is addicted.
The protagonist is a critical observer of community life. His father's brother, Uncle Hymie, "the only one of my aunts and uncles to have been born on the other side talk with an accent" (PC, 50)
is also a successful businessman. He strongly believes that "the only place for a Jew to live is among other Jews" (PC, 51), and consequently forbids his son, Heshie, to stay in a romantic relationship with a shikse, Alice Dembosky. When Heshie is killed in the war the neighbours try to console his parents with the words: "At least he didn't leave you with goyische children" (PC, 58). The way Alex
Portnoy describes those events to Dr Spielvogel evokes such a comical effect that the reader has no doubt that the tone of the account is sarcastic.
The conversation with his father, when Alex refuses not only to go to synagogue but also to put on smarter clothes at Rosh Hashana, on the grounds that he does not believe in God, is another signal of his rebellious approach to his Jewish heritage. His father's reaction is also significant when he accuses Alex of ignorance of Jewish history, the Talmud and disrespect to the Jewish people (PC, 61). Alex Portnoy will have an opportunity to visit Israel and confront his sense of Jewishness with that of the Israeli Jews, which results in the conclusion that Israel is not his place, even though America seems not to be, either.
The Plot Against America
Philip Roth, the protagonist and the first-person narrator of The Plot Against America, is also an intelligent and perceptive boy, who observes the changes in the United States after the election of Among the residents were also Jewish doctors, lawyers and "successful merchants" (PAA, 2).
After the introduction the narrator unfolds the list of the elements which did not determine his concept of Jewishness: "It was work that identified and distinguished our neighbors for me far more than religion. Nobody in the neighborhood had a beard or dressed in the antiquated Old 
American Pastoral
It takes a while before the reader realizes that American Pastoral is the harrowing story of a father whose daughter became an assassin, planting explosives in public places and killing innocent people. Being a paragon for his fellow students at Weequahic High School for his sporting achievements and general moral decency, Seymour 'Swede' Levov is unable to cope with his 16-year-old child. 'Swede' owes his nickname to his blond hair and 'Nordic' appearance. If not for his parents' visits, for whom being Jewish matters, the reader could find the Jewishness irrelevant. Nevertheless, Nathan Zuckerman, Philip Roth's narrator, dedicates a number of pages to introducing the reader to the Newark Jewish community. His school reunion provides him with a pretext to reconstruct the Jewish district and its inhabitants back in the 1940s:
Keer Avenue was where the rich Jews lived -or rich they seemed to most of the families who rented apartments in the two-, three-and four-family dwellings with the brick stoops integral to our afterschool sporting life . . . . Here, on this grid of locust-tree-lined streets into which the Lyons farm had been 
Philip Roth and Jewishness
Detecting the implied author in Roth's fiction is not a challenging task. He is an expert on the Jewish district of Newark, where young people attend Weequahic High School. The implied author speaks through his narrators, who are Jewish males of different ages and who love recalling their Jewish parents and neighbours.
As Alan Cooper observes, referring to a number of Roth's texts, in all his first person narratives, the easiest kind to confuse with autobiography, particular aspects of the Jewish difference early become obsessive challenges to the protagonists. For Portnoy Jewish restraint is symbolized in the kashruth laws, which the culture extends to anything that comes in contact with the mouth, to unkosher sex, to social interaction with Gentiles. (Cooper, 63) The characters of Roth's novels suffer from the problem of identity, which can be explained with their teenage rebellion affecting the rest of their lives. Robert Greenberg, like many other commentators, sees the strong influence of the author's own experience and feelings.
Roth's frustration with his subcultural position as a Jew in American society is, in many ways, the irritant that produces his fiction. His irritation, however, is not simply the result of overt resistance by mainstream society. His frustration is also clearly determined by his position in Jewish-American culture -by his embroilment in and rebellion against the world of his parents. (Greenberg, 481) Even though Roth's protagonists are completely different characters, the recurrence of certain topoi entitles the reader to look for a quite clear message permeating all his texts. Much as we would like to separate the author from the figures he created, it is inevitable to conclude that he obsessively returns to the issue of Jewishness as if he tried to define a problem he deals with every time he writes a book: a problem with no possible ultimate solution.
Roth's critical approach to the generation of his parents, who personify the Jewish tradition in the protagonists' eyes, even though the former are far from Jewish Orthodoxy, provoked strong criticism from certain Jewish circles in America. He was even accused of promoting "'self-loathing' Jews who provided anti-Semitism with confirmation and validation for their hatred of Jews and Judaism" (Rudin) . In 2014, Roth was honoured by the Jewish Theological Seminary in New
York City, the chancellor of which, Arnold Eisen, had no doubts about Roth's real intentions behind his texts:
His questions about Jewish life and identity and their dilemmas have always been the right questions, even if I haven't always agreed with his answers. The outrage that greeted his early work belongs to another era, and so does the sense of being a pariah. (Rudin) In response, Philp Roth joked "I have not been embraced by a gathering like this since March of 1946, when my family and friends were assembled to celebrate my bar mitzvah" (Rudin) .
However elusive Jewish identity is, and however critical of the Jewish tradition Roth and his protagonists are, the author of Portnoy's Complaint has never ceased to feel strong bonds with his cultural roots.
Conclusion
Summing up this short review of the elements of identity in three novels by Philip Roth, it is inevitable to conclude that the identity which, for the lack of a better term, could be called ethnic, which resulted from thousands years of Jewish religious tradition, in the generation of descendants of Jewish immigrants in the United States was subject to dramatic yet not revolutionary changes.
Far from Jewish Orthodoxy, the protagonists' parents make some effort to remain religious or at least traditional. Their children, like the author Philip Roth himself, can be defined as post-Jewish atheists. Nevertheless, much as they renounce the tradition, they never deny their Jewishness. Being a Jew, whatever this means to them, seems as natural as being a human. Again, the analysis of their sense of identity evades scientific classifications, because without the religion, without the language, without the nation-state (which now exists, but anyway their home is America), without the tradition superseded by American customs, it is theoretically impossible to find anything Jewish in them. However, the Jewishness seems to remain a very strong element of their personalities and accompanies them throughout life. It is memory, in particular the memory of their childhood, which is unique, sometimes stormy yet happy, and foremost Jewish.
